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Meeting Minutes 

February 20, 2019 

 

Call to order: 10:02am. Acknowledgment that the land we gather on is the unceded territory of 

the Syilx/Okanagan peoples.  

Present: Lesley Coates, Wendy Jewell, Megan Hill, Shannon Nielsen, Ciaran Mc Donagh, Tamar 

Swartz, Megan Ross, Craig Renfrew, Silvina Mema, Sana Shahram, Corinne Dolman 

Regrets: Ginger Nickoli, Steve Windsor, Brent Penner, Holly Flinkman 

Approval of minutes from last meeting: Wendy motioned, Corinne seconded. Motion passed 

Approval of agenda: please add brief overview of the project for new attendees and the new 

mental health clinic coming to LC for discussion.  

New Business/Discussion 

• Brief overview for new attendees: Essentially 3 deliverables. An overdose response plan, 

1:1 Outreach, and a Community Awareness Campaign and Education component.  A 

coordinated community response plan that provides people with resources in available 

to them in LC, Kelowna and Vernon.  There will also be group Naloxone kit trainings 

offered to the public.  

• Introduction of Shannon Neilsen – Peer with lived experience. Shannon lives in the 

community and is joining us for meetings, as well as planning and coordination of the 

event we are holding before the movie premier.  

• Introduction of Dr Megan Hill – Lake Country physician: working on getting physicians to 

help with the overdose response. She recently had a good talk w/Divisions of Family 

Practice/doctors about starting patients with Suboxone. She’s also reached out to 2 

physicians at the LC Family Practice who are interested. It’s a prescription medication 

that has specific dispensing. Certain aspects of it that you need a little more education 

around, trying to support their colleagues with this.  

• Discussion around the biggest barrier for people seeking support: transportation. There 

is no where to walk-in to here. Need to get access easier as the Kelowna Mental Health 

and Substance Use (MHSU) is downtown Kelowna and not easy for LC residents to 

access by public transportation.  



• Another reluctance that might hold doctor’s back from prescribing: There is an element 

of stigma and the impact it can have on a practice. There are ideas that there may be 

issues around conduct in the waiting room. Methadone has historically been regulated. 

Suboxone isn’t and is more encouraged. No reason to not take a stable patient, and 

transfer patients who aren’t as stable to the MHSU clinic.  

• Transportation can be solved. There should be something tangible to address this. 

Strategies? Taxi vouchers? Unacceptable that we can’t get people to the appointments 

that are only ½ hour away. Outreach could make sure people can get to appointments?  

Does IH transport people? No, not at this time. An opportunity with the Kelowna OAT 

clinic called the Boost Collaborative- they are looking at creative ways to support 

people. 

• What about a shuttle? Taxi’s are expensive. Hard to access pharmacies from Oyama or 

Carr’s Landing. How do we get the info out to the public about this? Ideally, what about 

a van that we can utilize for outreach. Utilize persons with lived experience helping out 

with driving. Powerful connections. Are there any churches or organizations here that 

have a bus that is under utilized that we could use?  Alliance Church? Health bus?  

• This needs to go to a steering committee. Health Bus. What if we were to put in place 

something like our BAH service- utilize volunteers? We need to solve this. Where do we 

take it? Back to Kelowna MHSU and the Boost Collaborative.   

ACTION ITEM: LCHPS: gather information on why transportation is an issue here in lake Country 

and send to Interior Health. 

ACTION ITEM: Look into options (such as with Sandy – bus available?) 

• What about bus passes as a stop gap? To help people get in? Could someone fund this in 

the mean time? Not ideal, but a start until something else is available.  

• What are the needs for Suboxone use?  Once a month- prescription. Every where from 

once a day to once a week in the pharmacy to have a witnessed dose.  

• What if MHSU on Doyle were to come out 1 day a week for a half day? Something to 

consider 

ACTION ITEM: Craig to send Wendy the info on NA and AA.   

• What about SMART Meeting: 12 step program that is non-religious? Shannon is 

interested in establishing one.  

ACTION ITEM: LCHPS to support Shannon to find a space and with costs (figure these out).  

• Discussion re: new Mental Health Clinic opening in LC. Christina Camillari is the person 

who is running it. It is completely for-profit business, not especially well connected to 



the Health Authority or other organizations. She is running it as a social enterprise and 

has some faith-based partners. Her vision is to create a centre and then invite the 

people in that she wants in there- pediatricians, psychologists etc. Her business directly 

overlaps with LCHPS’ Community Health Centre model that we are currently doing a 

Feasibility Study for. Edgecomb in Kelowna is one of her supporters; they support her 

project as well as other social enterprises. Is there a role for us to ask more from them? 

Or from her? LCHPS wishes her well, but her project is not aligned with our vision for the 

Community Health Centre. Group consensus that we not ask more from her or 

Edgecomb.  

Old Business/Action Items 

• Event: “Ending ‘Us’ & ‘Them’ update: hour before and after movie for engagement and 

education of the public. Hour before- guide visitors through the myths, the facts, and 

shine a light on stigma. Various types of displays, tables etc. Art component: asking 

questions and giving people post it notes to write on to contribute to a larger visual. 

Naloxone training there. Group from UBCO possibly to help? Lesley? Foster connection 

and understanding. Having a basket of Narcan kits at the door. Kamloops did a 

photo/voice event- take a photo, write a saying. We could have access to those prints. 

Very powerful. Appealed to people interested in art, not just those interested in the 

opioid crisis.  

ACTION ITEM: Corinne to look into the photos and getting them for our event.  

ACTION ITEM: LCHPS to give a small demo at the event before handing out Naloxone kits.  

ACTION ITEM: LCHPS to order the extra kits for the event.  

• The movie is about homelessness though, so it might be hard to relate it to the 

population that we are trying to reach (people using alone). Important to remember 

that these folks in the movie were once housed, had families etc. and that they didn’t 

get the help they needed and ended on the streets.  Reinforces that homelessness is not 

a personality trait. Maybe talk about this in the introduction to clarify things. Make the 

threads/connections for people.   Tables for groups- MHSU can be there. There is a 

group of people in IH putting together a display of people who have died/and those who 

have been saved. Purchasing candles. Travelling around to bring it to communities.  

 ACTION ITEM: Corinne to see if it could come to LC for our event 

• What about the panel afterward? Think about having local people who will resonate 

with the community, someone with lived experience, perhaps a politician, perhaps 

Megan Hill or another doctor who lives in the community. Open mike? Submit questions 



beforehand- less risky. Sana to sit on panel? History of drug policies should be 

contextualized. The historical roots.  

• Discussion around the knowledge that people who are in our community are being 

affected and impacted by those who are dying in other communities. Just because the 

stats aren’t here, many families are still affected/impacted. We need to tie in the 

perception and stigma in a small community. The idea of getting treatment without 

being “sober”. Address that Suboxone is a treatment, not a drug. De-stigmatize the 

concept that treatment is not sobriety. Logan would love to give a talk too about 

Suboxone.  

• Is there something more we can do for the population here? Another event for loved 

ones who are concerned? Consideration to do another event that focuses more on our 

target group.  

ACTION ITEM: LCHPS to think further who should sit on panel and approach. 

ACTION ITEM: Megan to send out a meeting invite for the movie (May 14th) 

• Question: when is the deadline for the resource guide?  

• Answer: UBCO Healthy Living Team update: Marketing class at UBCO are designing the 

posters, the pamphlet (resource guide), rack card, and a hard plastic card with the 

SAVEME steps and other vital info.  March 4th is rough draft to us and final due date is 

end of March. Schedule wise, April 8th we hope to send it out to printers after vetting it 

through the CORE team.  

• District involvement: housing here in LC?  Where are people going to go when 

Cornerstone closes? It is scheduled to close at end of March.  

ACTION ITEM: Megan to ask Holly about this. Send out answer to the team 

Stigma evaluations- update and feedback- Darlene Taylor. Darlene not here. Update from Sana: 

tried to connect, couldn’t. Will reconnect again after this meeting. Megan and Craig to come to 

this meeting. Current plan might not show enough impact. What are we evaluating? What is 

the intended outcome? Can we evaluate people before and after the movie? Can say that it had 

an impact. Can ask them further questions at that time.  If Darlene’s budget has changed, then 

we should re-evaluate it. Suggestion to target the Businesses as the face of the community to 

survey stigma in the community. Give some harm reduction training and re-evaluate them. We 

may need to tweak the evaluation tool. Could IH come and do some harm reduction training to 

the business owners? Yes.  

Action Item from last meeting: Lake Country access to Mental Health in Vernon? (Corinne). 

Essentially, yes, people will get turned around b/c of the funding and resources allocation. 

Preference is to not put Vernon on the resources. However, she is seeking clarification because 



people do have the right to access health care where they want to. Asked if this is applicable to 

MHSU but is still waiting for the answer. Wants to make sure that Vernon MHSU is on the same 

page if this does change, so that people don’t get turned away. There are a broader range of 

services in Kelowna, appointments in the evenings etc.  More confidential in Vernon probably 

but, in this instance, Kelowna is a better choice for people seeking support.  

Long Term funding options/ideas for Outreach work to continue in LC?  What LCHPS should 

include in the report: identify clearly what the need is. How many people have been reached, 

what are the gaps. Provide the evidence that it’s needed. Funding through Health Authority 

maybe. Letters of support can be written by people at this table. Best resource. Health 

Authority should be providing better resources here in LC. What is public health’s role? Is there 

another role for Harm Reduction supply distribution with them? Only Naloxone kits through us, 

no supplies being distributed currently in Lake Country.  

 

Date for March meeting: March 27th.  10-12. Megan will send out meeting invite.  

Adjournment: 11:55am 

 


